Information gain for genetic parameter estimation with incorporation of marker data.
Genetic marker data has been increasingly incorporated into segregation analysis, as combined segregation and linkage analysis has been performed more frequently. In this article, we study the extent of information gains with incorporation of marker data in segregation analysis, a topic that has not been investigated rigorously. Specifically, the current study is to investigate the influence of marker data on genetic model parameter estimation. A variance matrix criterion (as the inverse of the Fisher information matrix) and a relative entropy criterion (a measure of flatness of expected log-likelihood surface) are used to quantify the information gains. Our results indicate that substantial information gain can be achieved with the incorporation of marker data. The amount of variance reduction increases as the heterozygosity of the linked marker increases and as the trait gets closer to the linked marker(s). Incorporation of marker data in larger pedigrees also yields greater information gains based on both criteria. The effect of pedigree structure is also studied.